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The Near future  - going to (do something)
Examples:
• I am going to go to the park
• We are going to watch a film

Follow three steps
Step 1 +  Step 2   +     Step 3

1           Voy +     a  I am going to
2 Vas +     a You are going to (sg)
3 Va +     a he, she, it is going to
4 Vamos +     a          +  verb infinitive we are going to
5 Vais +     a     you are going to  (pl)
6 Van +     a They are going to

Spanish examples

Voy a jugar al voleibol = I am going to play volleyball.

Vamos a ir a la bolera = we are going to go to the bowling alley.

Task 1  Copy out this slide.



Task 2. Copy the list of Spanish infinitives

1 hacer =       to do/make
2 jugar =       to play
3 ir    =       to go
4 salir =       to go out
5 montar =       to ride
6 bailar =       to dance
7 ser =       to be
8 comer =       to eat
9 ver =       to see/watch
10 navegar =       to search (the internet)



Task 3.  Copy the list of frequency words



Task 4. READING.
Read the texts and put the pictures into the correct order.



Task 5. Translate all of the future tenses (coloured in purple) into English.

Example

1. I am going to do
2.
3.
4.
5. We are going to ride bikes 
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.



Task 6.   Find  and write the list of phrases in the text.



Task 7.  Translate the sentences into Spanish using the advice given below.



Task 8 Writing.             Write a paragraph of 30-40 words.
You are a famous person. What are you going to do on Saturday?
Cover the 5 bullet points.
Use the sentence starters to support the sequencing of your paragraph



Write a paragraph of 30-40 words.
You are a famous person. What are you going to do on Saturday?
Cover the 5 bullet points.
Use the sentence starters to support the sequencing of your paragraph


